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(Hershey, PA- April 19, 2021)- The Hershey Cubs Hockey Club announce first ever Player
Signing! Welcome to Hershey Gabriel Page!
The Hershey Cubs Hockey Club is proud to announce the signing of Gabe Page a Palmyra native as
the first ever Hershey Cub Hockey Player.
Gabe is a highly sought after versatile two way center from Palmyra, PA. The highly coveted forward
played last season for the Richmond Generals . As a rookie Gabe posted 30 points, and was named
a South East Elite Division All Star! The Richmond Generals also made the final four at Nationals.
Coach Boudreau had this to say about Gabe, “ Gabe is a gritty, two way center, who works hard and
sees the ice well. He will be the first of many local players to don the chocolate and cream”.
Welcome to Hershey Gabriel Page!
While the Cubs were hoping to wait until tryouts to sign any players, we just couldn’t risk losing one of
our local talents to another team. There will still be 20 spots available in May at tryouts.
The Hershey Cubs Hockey Club’s number one priority as a USPHL organization is to provide a
positive environment and opportunity for each player to develop and move onto the next level. The
Hershey Cubs will hold tryouts in May and July and they are open to birth years 2001 – 2005. More
details will follow in the coming weeks. Interested players can reach out to the team via Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and email. Players may also reach out to Crystal Boudreau directly with questions,
as well as to send video clips into the team for review.
The Hershey Cubs look forward to joining the community and having a wonderful inaugural season.
Any business with questions about sponsoring or advertising may reach out to Crystal Boudreau as
she would love to answer your questions and assist.
Facebook : @hersheycubs
Twitter: @hersheycubs
Instagram : @hersheycubs
Hershey Cubs trademarks and trade dress are used under license.
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The Hershey Cubs hockey team is not a liated with, associated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by Hershey
Entertainment & Resorts Company or the Hershey Bears Hockey Club.

